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Due to a smaller overall portfolio, the share of Netflix Originals is
significantly higher in Germany than in the US and UK
Share of Originals of Overall Portfolio
Netflix

Key Insights:

Amazon

 Amazon Original Movies are only available in
the US, but Amazon Germany already
announced a local Original in Q1/2017 named
‘You Are Wanted’
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 Also, Netflix has announced a local Original
production called ‘Dark’ with prospective
release in the second half of 2017
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 Regarding popularity, Netflix clearly beats
Amazon with 14 of their Originals having more
than 1m followers on Facebook, while Amazon
has only one (“The Grand Tour” – 1.29m)

Movies

Sources: veed analytics, amazon.com, amazon.co.uk, amazon.de, netflix.com, neftflix.co.uk, netflix.de,
allflicks.com
Specials are assigned to movies; continuous changes in portfolio size only allow display of approximate shares
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Summary & Outlook
 Although it is not a new phenomenon to produce own content in the movie
industry, it will be thrilling to see how other market participants will react:
 Tech companies (e.g. Google or Apple): Enter the production business
as well or remain platform and aggregation provider
 Non-global VoD services (e.g. Sky or maxdome): Boost the initial
investments in Original content already announced
 Studios: Keep the existing role or intensify direct customer business
relationships

If you would like to discuss the impact
of original content and own
productions in the various market
scenarios, please get in touch with:
Dr. Bernd Riefler
Chief Marketing Officer

 limit their productions to their own VOD services
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 be entering the theatrical and linear TV market as well (Netflix started
already)

www.veed-analytics.com

 It will be interesting to see whether Amazon and Netflix will

 start to license its Original content to other VoD services

Source: veed analytics
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